
 

 

 

THE SCARLET COLOUR ‘INFECTS’ THE WORLD 

Real Murcia is more than just a football club, it is a centenary feeling, and those who 

support these colours are proud of having more than 21.000 new shareholders from 94 

different countries all over the world. 

We are aware that these new shareholders have decided to participate in this endeavour 

mostly as a matter of solidarity, in order to help us to avoid the loss of our beloved football 

club. But the huge wave of friendliness that has reached every nook and cranny of the 

globe has exceeded the most ambitious of our expectations. 

I have to confess that when the new administration took over, barely a month ago, our 

club was close to bankruptcy. However, we refused to throw in the towel. We stood up and 

appealing to our scarlet colour and feeling, and aware of the responsibility we had taken, 

we decided to fight to get this dream going. 

The reaction of the people of the Región de Murcia was immediate, but furthermore, the 

‘Scarlet infection’ spread across every room of the football world. Football clubs amplified 

our S.O.S. all over. Our friends from Italy, the UK and Hungary, but also those in more 

distant countries such as Argentina or Australia came forward and offered their generous 

helping hand. 

The reason for this tidal wave couldn’t be just economic or because it was something that 

it suddenly became trendy on the Net. I honestly think that when you feel the colours of 

your football club in your heart, when you believe in a dream, in Real Murcia’s dream, you 

can transmit that feeling to those that agree that football is a matter of feelings. It is a 

matter of passion for your colours. 

I have only two other things to say. The ‘Familia murcianista’ welcome you all with open 

arms. Now you are part of a club with more than a hundred years of proud history. Just 

enjoy it. But also, be aware of the honour of carrying Real Murcia’s name wherever you go. 

And finally, a word of thanks. Thank you so much for your generosity. Thank you for 

becoming our brothers in colours. We are now 21.000 brothers in colours. 

As a doctor myself, I think I can say that Real Murcia are getting back on track, are starting 

to recover. And this couldn’t have been possible without you and your very generous 

contribution. 

And now, just to finish I would like you to join us in our chant: 

‘¡¡¡ HASTA EL FINAL, VAMOS REAL !!!’ 


